
Monroe - Message From the Principal
February 12, 2024

Notes from the Principal, Ms. Dupuy …

Today marks our 100th day of school, and it's incredible to reflect on how fast time has passed.
We've worked through countless lessons, experiences, and achievements together since the
beginning of the school year.

As we approach the February break, I wanted to take a moment to emphasize the importance of
this time for our students. It is a wonderful opportunity for them to rest, relax, and recharge their
batteries. Encouraging them to take this time to unwind will undoubtedly contribute to their overall
well-being and readiness to tackle the rest of the school year with renewed focus and energy.

I hope you are able to spend some quality time together as a family. There are many opportunities
in our local communities to spend time outside as a family. There are ice fishing derbies,
snowshoeing and cross country ski opportunities and lots of places to discover. If you are looking
for indoor ideas how about a board game night, a craft afternoon or even a build your own buffet
night.

Reminders this week include:

● Sometimes our students' winter gear gets wet and soaks through while playing in the snow.
You may want to consider sending a dry set of clothes for students to keep at school or in
their backpacks so they can change into something dry.

● The nurse has just informed us that students who are suffering from dry and chapped lips
may bring their own chapstick to school and keep it with them. The office does not have a
supply on hand for students to use.

Please do not hesitate to reach out to me if you have questions, concerns, or need support for your
child or your family. Have a great week!

(email: jdupuy@rsu3.org school phone: 525-3504 cell: 249-1061)

Important Upcoming Dates…..

2/12 School Board Meeting MVHS 2/19 - 2/23 February Vacation
6:30 pm

3/4 - 3/8 Monroe School Scholastic Book Fair



Be watching future newsletters for more information about our book fair including the E-Wallet!



Check out what’s happening at Monroe School … Week Of: 2/5

PBIS - Winter Carnival

K Kindergarten worked hard on finishing their addition Math unit, practicing their
P.A.W.S. and finishing up work in preparation for vacation. We were also very
excited about our winter carnival! They all had the best time, and were so creative
and and really took interest in all the different things we had going on.

1/2 First and Second graders have been working very hard on their math. Both
grades have been working on Addition Strategies, which make solving addition
problems more efficient. First graders have begun a unit on Graphs. They have
been learning how to read and make different kinds of graphs, such as Picture
Graphs and Bar Graphs. Second graders have begun adding two-digit numbers
with regrouping. They are using blocks and drawings to model what happens
when adding these numbers. Those Addition Strategies are coming in handy for
both grades during these units!

2/3 Scientists in 2 / 3 are exploring properties of matter. We did a very exciting science lab
where students investigated different materials. We tested materials for buoyancy,
solubility, luster, hardness and magnetism. We are integrating informational writing into
our science. Students are using conjunctions to write more complex sentences. Here are
some examples students came up with:
“Al2O3 is metal, but it is not magnetic.”
“The copper did not float because it does not have buoyancy.”



4/5 We finished up our biomes and they are displayed in the case in the hallway.
Next, we created a trivia page so everyone could join in the learning! Students got
a preview of our next science unit; Engineering. We used a math workshop to
build bridges to make connections with science and real world applications. The
challenge was to use only one sheet of paper to hold as many pennies as
possible.

Title One We still have students not returning their reading pouches. Please help students
remember to bring them back everyday. Students reading at home are making
catchup growth and building stamina for reading longer texts.

Agriculture It’s been an exciting week! Our school was given a Flex Farm, a hydroponic (no
soil) growing tower to raise lettuce greens and other vegetables inside,
throughout the school year. We’ll be learning how to grow in it and maintain it in
the weeks to come. How cool is that?!

SEL This week at Monroe we practiced our respect skills with a fun game of respect
bingo














